INTRODUCING ANCRA’S NEW DRIVER ASSIST STRAP DUAL LOOP

NEW DESIGN

P/N: 10902-21

Provides assistance while drivers and dock workers climb into and out of trailers with Ancra’s Driver Assist Strap with dual loops. Connects to existing logistics post or E track inside the trailer door. End of the strap has a 12” loop with a heavy duty wear sleeve that is used as a handle to provide a second handgrip for a person entering or exiting a trailer. An additional hand loop is provided that positions a second hand hold closer to the fitting. It is intended to be used for added stability while exiting the trailer.

FEATURES

• Reinforced Handle Provides Extra Comfort
• Offers Dual Grip Points for Entry and Exit
• 36” Long Driver Assist Strap is Assembled with High Strength Components for a Rated User Weight Limit of 320 lbs.
• The shorter loop provides a handhold to improve stability while exiting the trailer
• Thumb screw on keeper provides locking feature for added security of track connection